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- 3D Point Cloud Specificities
- Representation & Structuration
- Automation
DELIVERY PRODUCTION 
(Floor plan, Mesh, …), 
SIMULATION, …





EXTRACTION based on 
Reasoning
How to extract and integrate
knowledge within 3D point clouds 





Unstructured and too sparse













Visual patterns on points
Visual patterns on pointsDeep learning > feature-engineering
Point Cloud Datasets
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1.5 million points / minute
Name Number of points Attribute Sensor Size Go
CHÂTEAU_JEHAY 2.300.247.428 RGB, intensity Leica P30 69.636
PCID10_RTWH_Exterior 312.710.687 RGB, intensity TLS 4,907
PCID11_RTWH_CHAIR 259.101.028 RGB, intensity TLS 4,807
PCID2_ULG_B5a 115.190.236 RGB, intensity TLS 3,824
PCID8_NAAVIS_1 44.847.540 RGB NavVIS 0,657
PCID6_REVO 53.800.194 Without REVO 0,630
PCID9_NAAVIS_2 4.244.416 RGB NavVIS 0,062
Indoor Outdoor
0 Floor 30 road_Sign
1 Ceiling 31 advertisingBoard
2 Wall 32 banc
3 Beam 33 bicycle
4 Column 34 bicycleStation
5 Window 35 Building_facades
6 Door 36 busStation










Format .LAS, ou bien .LAZ
Format specification .LAS version 1.2
Château de JehayPCID10_RTWH_ExteriorP ID11_RTWH_CHAIRPCID2 ULG B5aP ID8_NAAVIS_1PCID6_REVOPCID9_NAAVIS_2
Isolation


























How to extract and integrate
knowledge within 3D point clouds 
for autonomous decision-making 
systems? 
1. Using a multi-level conceptual structure 
2. Parsing PC at the lowest possible level
3. Plug a domain formalization through an 
ontology of classification







V R  A P P I LC AT I O N
The SPC in 5 points
- Interoperable point cloud data structure…
- … leveraged for automated object detection…
- … providing a large domain connectivity…
- … unsupervised and robust to variability…
- … modular and efficient.

- Define powerful SPC-based AI Agents
- Increase generalization / specialization
- Dynamic data and LoD management
- Enhance unsupervised segmentation
- Enhance classification
- Integrate natural processes
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